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Easter Egg

Come up with your own design and make a pattern using colored pencils. Start out with a pencil and
eraser. Take a picture of your finished Easter Egg. Then share it with friends!

Easter Egg

Place your
photo here.

1

2
Come up with your own design and make a pattern using colored pencils. Start out with a pencil and
eraser. Take a picture of your finished Easter Egg and use double stick tape to secure it in upper left
corner. Then share it with friends!

Easter Egg A
0

YARN3-4 ply

DSCN3661C

White
White Tie
String
Pink
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple

Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so
both sides look alike and overcast the edges together in White.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg A

1

DSCN3661B

Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so
both sides look alike and overcast the edges together in White.
YARN3-4 ply

0

White
White Tie
String
Pink
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple
Overcast Stitch-

2

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection, facing
to the right.
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Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg A

DSCN3671
The color photo DSCN3661 using pastel colors
doesn't show up very well in black & white. This
photo was made with light & dark yarn just to show
color separation.
Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate
of the front view so both sides look alike and overcast
the edges together in White.
0
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YARN3-4 ply

White
White Tie
String
Lt Pink
Lt Yellow
Lt Green
Lt Blue
Lt Purple
Overcast Stitch-

2

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection, facing
to the right.
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Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg A1
0

YARN3-4 ply

DSCN3671C

Gold Tie
String
Gold
Dk Green

Make a solid Gold canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so both
sides look alike and overcast the edges together in Gold.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Gold tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg A1

1

DSCN3671B

Make a solid Gold canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so both
sides look alike and overcast the edges together in Gold.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection,
facing to the right.

YARN3-4 ply
0

Gold Tie
String
Gold
Dk Green

Overcast Stitch-
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Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Gold tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg A1

1

DSCN3671B

Make a solid Gold canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so
both sides look alike and overcast the edges together in Gold.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection, facing
to the right.

YARN3-4 ply
0

Gold Tie
String
Gold
Dk Green

Overcast Stitch-
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Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Gold tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg A1

1

DSCN3671B

Make a solid Gold canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so
both sides look alike and overcast the edges together in Gold.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection, facing
to the right.

YARN3-4 ply
0

Gold Tie
String
Gold
Dk Green

Overcast Stitch-
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Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Gold tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg B
0

YARN3-4 ply

DSCN3663C

White
White Tie
String
Pink
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple

Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so
both sides look alike and overcast the edges together in White.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg B

1

DSCN3663B

Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so
both sides look alike and overcast the edges together in White.

YARN3-4 ply
0

White
White Tie
String
Pink
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple

Overcast Stitch-

2

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection,
facing to the right.
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Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg B

DSCN3669
The color photo DSCN3663 using pastel colors
doesn't show up very well in Black & White. This
photo was made with light & dark yarn just to
show color separation.
Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate of
the front view so both sides look alike and overcast
the edges together in White.
0
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YARN3-4 ply

White
White Tie
String
Pink
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple
Overcast Stitch-

2

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection,
facing to the right.
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Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg B1
0

YARN3-4 ply

DSCN3669C

Gold Tie
String
Gold
Dk Green

Make a solid Gold canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so both
sides look alike and overcast the edges together in Gold.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Gold tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg B1

1

DSCN3669B

Make a solid Gold canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so both
sides look alike and overcast the edges together in Gold.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection, facing
to the right.

YARN3-4 ply

1
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0

Gold Tie
String
Gold
Dk Green

Overcast Stitch-
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Reverse Tent Stitch- faces to
the left.
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Gold tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg B1

1

DSCN3669B

Make a solid Gold canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so both
sides look alike and overcast the edges together in Gold.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection,
facing to the right.

YARN3-4 ply
0

Gold Tie
String
Gold
Dk Green
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Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Gold tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg C
0

YARN3-4 ply

DSCN3673C
Try combining Easter Egg C
with Easter Egg D and use
together as front and back.

White Tie
String
Yellow
Pink
Blue
Green
Purple
Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so
both sides look alike and overcast the edges together in White.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg C

1

DSCN3673B
Try combining Easter Egg C with Easter Egg D
and use together as front and back.
Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate
of the front view so both sides look alike and overcast
the edges together in White.

0

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is
YARN3-4 ply

White Tie
String
Yellow
Pink
Blue
Green
Purple
Overcast Stitch-

2

worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection, facing
to the right.
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Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg C

1

DSCN3673B
Try combining Easter Egg C with Easter Egg D
and use together as front and back.

Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate
of the front view so both sides look alike and overcast
the edges together in White.
0

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is
YARN3-4 ply

White Tie
String
Dk Yellow
Dk Pink
Blue
Lt Green
Lt Purple
Overcast Stitch-

2

worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection,
facing to the right.
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Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg D
0

YARN3-4 ply

DSCN3674C

White Tie
String
Yellow
Pink
Blue
Green
Purple

Try combining Easter Egg D with
Easter Egg C and use together as
front and back.
Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so
both sides look alike and overcast the edges together in White.

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg D

1

DSCN3674B
Try combining Easter Egg D with
Easter Egg C and use together as
front and back.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is

Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so
both sides look alike and overcast the edges together in White.
YARN3-4 ply

0

White Tie
String
Yellow
Pink
Blue
Green
Purple
Overcast Stitch-

2

worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection, facing
to the right.
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Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg D

1

DSCN3674B
Try combining Easter Egg D with
Easter Egg C and use together as
front and back.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is

Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so
both sides look alike and overcast the edges together in White.
YARN3-4 ply

0

White Tie
String
Dk Yellow
Dk Pink
Blue
Lt Green
Lt Purple

worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection,
facing to the right.
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Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch2
1

2

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg E
0

YARNLt and Dk Purple,
& Tie String 4 ply
Dk Pink 3 ply

DSCN3675C
Make a solid Lt Purple
canvas back or a duplicate of
the front view so both sides
look alike and overcast the
edges together in Lt Purple.

Lt Purple
Tie String
Lt Purple
Dk Purple
Dk Pink
My Notes:1st)Lt Purple, 2nd)Dk Purple, 3rd)Dk Pink Cross-Stitch & Back
Stitches (Don't pull Cross & Back Stitch threads too tight. Pull gently so they
are slightly raised. They will give the appearance of small flowers.)

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Purple tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg E

1

DSCN3675B
YARNLt and Dk Purple,
& Tie String 4 ply
Dk Pink 3 ply
Lt Purple
Tie String
Lt Purple
Dk Purple
Dk Pink

Make a solid Lt Purple canvas back or a duplicate of the front view so both sides
look alike and overcast the edges together in Lt Purple.
My Notes:1st)Lt Purple, 2nd)Dk Purple, 3rd)Dk Pink Cross
Stitch & Back Stitches (Don't pull Cross & Back Stitch threads
too tight. Pull gently so they are slightly raised. They will give
the appearance of small flowers.)
0

Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

Overcast Stitch-
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Purple tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg E

Lt Purple
Tie String
Lt Purple
Dk Purple
Dk Pink

DSCN3675B

1

Make a solid Lt Purple canvas back or a duplicate of the front view so both sides
look alike and overcast the edges together in Lt Purple.
My Notes:1st)Lt Purple, 2nd)Dk Purple, 3rd)Dk Pink Cross Stitch & Back Stitches
(Don't pull Cross & Back Stitch threads too tight. Pull gently so they are slightly
raised. They will give the appearance of small flowers.)

YARNLt and Dk Purple,
& Tie String 4 ply
Dk Pink 3 ply

Cross Stitch- This
0

stitch is composed of
two stitches

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

Overcast Stitch-
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Purple tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg F
0

YARNLt&Dk Green, &
Tie String 4 ply
Colored Cross &
Back Stitches
3 ply

DSCN3676C
Make a solid Lt Green canvas
back or a duplicate of the
front view so both sides look
alike and overcast the edges
together in Lt Green.

Lt Green
Tie String
Lt Green
Dk Green
Dk Pink
Blue
Lt Purple
Yellow
My Notes:1st)Lt Green, 2nd)Dk Green, 3rd)Cross Stitches & Back Stitches
(Don't pull Cross & Back Stitch threads too tight. Pull them gently so they are
slightly raised. They will give the appearance of small flowers.)

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Green tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg F
YARNLt&Dk Green, &
Tie String 4 ply
Colored Cross &
Back Stitches
3 ply

DSCN3676B
Lt Green
Tie String
Lt Green
Dk Green
Dk Pink
Blue
Lt Purple
Yellow

Make a solid Lt Green
canvas back or make a
duplicate of the front
view so both sides look
alike and overcast the
edges together in Lt
Green.

1
My Notes: 1st)Lt Green, 2nd)Dk Green, 3rd) Colored
Cross-Stitch & Back Stitches (Don't pull Cross & Back
Stitch threads too tight. Pull them gently so they are
slightly raised. They will give the appearance of small
flowers.)
Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

0

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

Overcast Stitch-
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Green tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg F
YARNLt&Dk Green, &
Tie String 4 ply
Colored Cross &
Back Stitches
3 ply

Lt Green
Tie String
Lt Green
Dk Green
Dk Pink
Blue
Lt Purple
Yellow

DSCN3676B
Make a solid Lt Green canvas
back or make a duplicate of
the front view so both sides
look alike and overcast the
edges together in Lt Green.

1

My Notes: 1st) Lt Green, 2nd) Dk
Green, 3rd)Colored Cross Stitch &
Back Stitches (Don't pull Cross &
Back Stitch threads too tight. Pull
them gently so they are slightly
raised. They will give the appearance
of small flowers.)

Diag.2) Stitch each Cross Stitch/
Back Stitch design as follows:
Top=Dk Pink
Bottom=Lt Purple
Middle Left=Blue
Middle Right=Yellow
Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

0

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

Overcast Stitch-
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Green tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg G
YARNLt&Dk Blue, &
Tie String 4 ply
Dk Pink Cross &
Back Stitches
3 ply

DSCN3685C
Make a solid Lt Blue canvas
back or a duplicate of the
front view so both sides look
alike and overcast the edges
together in Lt Blue.

0

Lt Blue
Tie String
Lt Blue
Dk Blue
Dk Pink
My Notes:1st)Lt Blue,2nd)Dk Blue,3rd)Pink Cross Stitches & Back Stitches
(Don't pull Cross & Back Stitch threads too tight. Pull them gently so they are
slightly raised. They will give the appearance of small flowers.)

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Blue tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg G

Lt Blue
Tie String
Lt Blue
Dk Blue
Dk Pink

DSCN3685B
Make a solid Lt Blue
canvas back or make a
duplicate of the front
view so both sides look
alike and overcast the
edges together in Lt Blue.

YARNLt&Dk Blue, &
Tie String 4 ply
Dk Pink Cross &
Back Stitches
3 ply

1

My Notes: 1st)Lt Blue, 2nd)Dk blue, 3rd)Dk Pink Cross
Stitch & Back Stitches (Don't pull Cross & Back Stitch
threads too tight. Pull them gently so they are slightly
raised. They will give the appearance of small flowers.)

Cross Stitch- This
0

stitch is composed of
two stitches

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

Overcast Stitch-
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Blue tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg G

Lt Blue
Tie String
Lt Blue
Dk Blue
Dk Pink

DSCN3685B
Make a solid Lt Blue canvas
back or make a duplicate of
the front view so both sides
look alike and overcast the
edges together in Lt Blue.

YARNLt&Dk Blue, &
Tie String 4 ply
Dk Pink Cross &
Back Stitches
3 ply

1

My Notes: 1st)Lt Blue, 2nd)Dk Blue, 3rd)Dk Pink Cross
Stitch & Back Stitches (Don't pull Cross & Back Stitch
threads too tight. Pull them gently so they are slightly
raised. They will give the appearance of small flowers.)

Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

0

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4

2

1

3

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Blue tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg H
YARNLt Green, White,
& Brown 4 ply
Yellow 2 ply

DSCN3683C
Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will vary
according to the chart.

White Tie
String
Lt Green
White
Brown
Yellow

Make a solid White canvas back or make duplicate of front view so
both sides look alike and overcast edges together in White.

My Notes: 1st)Lt Green, 2nd) White,
3rd)Brown, 4th)Yellow.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg H

White Tie
String
Lt Green
White
Brown
Yellow

DSCN3683B

Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate
of front view so both sides look alike and overcast
edges together in White.
YARNLt Green, White,
& Brown 4 ply
Yellow 2 ply

1
My Notes: Stitching order- 1st)Lt Green,
2nd)White, 3rd)Brown, 4th)Yellow .
Gobelin Stitch- This basic
stitch is worked over two or
more intersections. The lengths
will vary according to the chart.

0

Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4

2

1

3

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg H

White Tie
String
Lt Green
White
Brown
Yellow

DSCN3683B

Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate of
front view so both sides look alike and overcast edges
together in White.

YARNLt Green, White,
& Brown 4 ply
Yellow 2 ply

1
My Notes: Stitching order- 1st)Lt Green,
2nd)White, 3rd)Brown, 4th)Yellow .
Gobelin Stitch- This
basic stitch is worked over
two or more intersections.
The lengths will vary
according to the chart.

Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

0

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4

2

1

3

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the canvas. Use
an even tension and be gentle on the outer corners. Too much yarn
or pulling too tight can break open the slanted corners; if this
happens you'll need to stitch into the surrounding 3 holes to round
the corner as smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg J
YARN4 ply

DSCN3686C
Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked
over two or more intersections. The lengths
will vary according to the chart.

Make a solid White canvas back or
make duplicate of front view so both
sides look alike and overcast edges
together in White.

White Tie
String
White
Dk Pink
Dk Purple
Dk Purple

My Notes: 1st)White, 2nd)Dk Pink, 3rd)Dk Purple
Gobelin Cross Stitches, 4th)Dk Purple Back
Stitches to give the band a finished edge.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg J

White Tie
String
White
Dk Pink
Dk Purple
Dk Purple

DSCN3686B
Make a solid White canvas back or make duplicate of
front view so both sides look alike and overcast edges
together in White.
YARN4 ply

1
My Notes: 1st)White, 2nd)Dk Pink, 3rd)Dk Purple
Gobelin Cross Stitches, 4th)Dk Purple Back Stitches to
give the band a finished edge.

Gobelin Stitch- This
basic stitch is worked over
two or more intersections.
The lengths will vary
according to the chart.

Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

0

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4

2

1

3

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg J

1

DSCN3686B
Make a solid White canvas back or
make duplicate of front view so both
sides look alike and overcast edges
together in White.

YARN4 ply

White Tie
String
White
Dk Pink
Dk Purple
Dk Purple

My Notes: 1st)White, 2nd)Dk Pink, 3rd)Dk Purple
Gobelin Cross Stitches, 4th)Dk Purple Back Stitches to
give the band a finished edge.

Gobelin Stitch- This
basic stitch is worked over
two or more intersections.
The lengths will vary
according to the chart.

Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

0

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4

2

1

3

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg K
0

YARN4 ply

Red Tie
String
Red
Blue
White

DSCN3678C
Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked
over two or more intersections. The lengths
will vary according to the chart.

Make a solid Red canvas back or make
a duplicate of front view so both sides
look alike, overcast edges together in
Red.

Smyrna
Cross Stitch4

6

7
1

2

8
5

3

My Notes:1st)Red Tent Stitches, 2nd)Blue Tent
Stitches, 3rd)Central White Gobelin Cross Stitch
design & outer White Smyrna Cross Stitches.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Red tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg K
YARN4 ply

Red Tie
String
Red
Blue
White

DSCN3678B

Make a solid Red canvas back or make a duplicate
of front view so both sides look alike and overcast
edges together in Red.
My Notes:1st)Red Tent Stitches, 2nd)Blue Tent
Stitches, 3rd)Central White Gobelin Cross Stitch
design & outer White Smyrna Cross Stitches.

0

1
Gobelin Stitch- This
basic stitch is worked
over two or more
intersections. The
lengths will vary
according to the chart.

Tent Stitch- This basic
stitch is worked in vertical
or horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Smyrna Cross Stitch- This
stitch is worked over two
threads. Do a normal cross
stitch first and then an upright
cross stitch over the top of it.
Do each Smyrna Cross Stitch
completely, following the
numbered diagram.
4

6

7

8
5

1

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

2

3

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Red tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other white
dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast edge,
glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg K
YARN4 ply

Red Tie
String
Red
Blue
White

DSCN3678B

Make a solid Red canvas back or make a duplicate
of front view so both sides look alike and overcast
edges together in Red.
My Notes:1st)Red Tent Stitches, 2nd)Blue Tent
Stitches, 3rd)Central White Gobelin Cross Stitch
design & outer White Smyrna Cross Stitches.

0

1
Gobelin Stitch- This
basic stitch is worked
over two or more
intersections. The
lengths will vary
according to the chart.

Tent Stitch- This basic
stitch is worked in vertical
or horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Smyrna Cross Stitch- This
stitch is worked over two
threads. Do a normal cross
stitch first and then an upright
cross stitch over the top of it.
Do each Smyrna Cross Stitch
completely, following the
numbered diagram.
4

6

7

8

5

1

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

2

3

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Red tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other white
dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast edge,
glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg L
0

YARNWhite
4 ply
Lt Blue
3 ply

DSCN3687C
Make a solid White canvas back
or make a duplicate of front
view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges together in
White.

White Tie
String
White
Lt Blue
My Notes: 1st)White, 2nd)Lt Blue Cross Stitches & Back Stitches.(Don't pull
Cross Stitch and Back Stitch threads too tight. Pull them gently so they are
slightly raised. They will give the appearance of small flowers)

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg L

White Tie
String
White
Lt Blue

DSCN3687B
Make a solid White canvas back or
make a duplicate of front view so
both sides look alike, overcast
edges together in White.
YARNWhite
4 ply
Lt Blue
3 ply

1

My Notes: 1st)White, 2nd)Lt Blue Cross Stitches & Back
Stitches.(Don't pull Cross Stitch and Back Stitch threads too tight. Pull
them gently so they are slightly raised. They will give the appearance
of small flowers)
Cross Stitch- This

0

stitch is composed of
two stitches

Tent Stitch- This basic
stitch is worked in vertical
or horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4

2

1

3

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg L

DSCN3687B
Make a solid White canvas back or
make a duplicate of front view so
both sides look alike, overcast
edges together in White.
YARNWhite
4 ply
Lt Blue
3 ply

White Tie
String
White
Lt Blue

1

My Notes: 1st)White, 2nd)Lt Blue Cross Stitches & Back
Stitches.(Don't pull Cross Stitch and Back Stitch threads too tight. Pull
them gently so they are slightly raised. They will give the appearance
of small flowers)
Cross Stitch- This

0

stitch is worked in vertical
or horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Overcast Stitch-

2

stitch is composed of
two stitches

Tent Stitch- This basic

2
1

4

2

1

3

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg M
YARNPink & Blue
4 ply
Yellow 3 ply
0

DSCN3691C
Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked
over two or more intersections. The lengths
will vary according to the chart.

Make a solid Pink canvas back or make a
duplicate of front view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges together in Pink.

Pink Tie
String
Pink
Blue
Yellow
My Notes: 1st)Pink, 2nd)Blue, 3rd)Yellow Cross Stitches &
Yellow Forward & Reverse Tent Stitches. Pull Yellow Tent
Stitches gently so they are slightly raised.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Pink tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg M

0

Pink Tie
String
Pink
Blue
Yellow

DSCN3691B

Make a solid Pink canvas back or make a
duplicate of front view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges together in Pink.
YARNPink & Blue
4 ply
Yellow 3 ply

1

My Notes: 1st)Pink, 2nd)Blue, 3rd)Yellow Cross Stitches
& Yellow Forward & Reverse Tent Stitches. Pull Yellow
Tent Stitches gently so they are slightly raised.

Gobelin Stitch- This basic
stitch is worked over two or
more intersections. The lengths
will vary according to the chart.
0

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4

2

1

3

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Pink tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other white
dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast edge,
glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg M

0

DSCN3691B
Make a solid Pink canvas back or
make a duplicate of front view so
both sides look alike, overcast edges
together in Pink.

Pink Tie
String
Pink
Blue
Yellow

1

My Notes: 1st)Pink, 2nd)Blue, 3rd)Yellow Cross Stitches &
Yellow Forward & Reverse Tent Stitches. Pull Yellow Tent
Stitches gently so they are slightly raised.

Gobelin Stitch- This basic
YARNPink & Blue 4 ply
Yellow 3 ply

stitch is worked over two or
more intersections. The lengths
will vary according to the chart.

0

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch

Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

4

2

1

3

Overcast Stitch-

2

is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Pink tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg N
0

YARNVariegated or
Monet 3-4 ply
Tie String 4 ply

DSCN3688C
Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked
over two or more intersections. The lengths
will vary according to the chart.

Make a canvas back of same color yarn
using Tent Stitches or make duplicate of
front view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges in same color.

Variegated
or Monet
Tie String
My Notes: Using the Upright Cross Stitch, fill in canvas, as shown,
to make it look quilted. The two tone graph is to show the vertical
stitch is done first, then the horizontal stitch.

Ornament- Cut a 12" tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other white
dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast edge,
glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg N

Variegated
or Monet
Tie String

DSCN3688B

Make a canvas back of same color yarn using Tent
Stitches or make duplicate of front view so both sides
look alike, overcast edges in same color.
YARNVariegated or
Monet 3-4 ply
Tie String 4 ply

Gobelin Stitch- This basic
stitch is worked over two or
more intersections. The lengths
will vary according to the chart.
0

1
My Notes: Using the Upright Cross Stitch, fill in
canvas, as shown, to make it look quilted. The two
tone graph is to show the vertical stitch is done
first, then the horizontal stitch.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4

2

1

3

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other white
dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast edge,
glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg N

Variegated
or Monet
Tie String

DSCN3688B
Make a canvas back of same color yarn using Tent
Stitches or make duplicate of front view so both sides
look alike, overcast edges in same color.
YARNVariegated or
Monet 3-4 ply
Tie String 4 ply

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will
vary according to the chart.
0

1
My Notes: Using the Upright Cross Stitch, fill in
canvas, as shown, to make it look quilted. The two
tone graph is to show the vertical stitch is done
first, then the horizontal stitch.
Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4

2

1

3

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other white
dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast edge,
glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg O
0

YARNBrown and
Yellow 3-4 ply
Tie String 4 ply

DSCN3689C
Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked
over two or more intersections. The lengths
will vary according to the chart.

Make a canvas back using Yellow
Tent Stitches or make duplicate of
front view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges in Yellow.

Brown
Yellow
Tie String
My Notes: 1st)Do Brown Gobelin & Tent Stitches forming a grid.
2nd)Do Brown Upright Cross Stitches, doing horizontal stitch first, then
vertical stitch.3rd)Do Yellow Forward & Reverse Tent Stitches.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Brown tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg O
YARNBrown and
Yellow 3-4 ply
Tie String 4 ply

DSCN3689B
Make a canvas back using Yellow
Tent Stitches or make duplicate of
front view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges in Yellow.

Brown
Yellow
Tie String

1

My Notes: 1st)Do Brown Gobelin & Tent Stitches forming a grid. 2nd)Do
Brown Upright Cross Stitches, doing horizontal stitch first, then vertical
stitch.3rd)Do Yellow Forward & Reverse Tent Stitches.

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will vary
according to the chart.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch

0

is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4

2

1

3

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Brown tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg O
YARNBrown and
Yellow 3-4 ply
Tie String 4 ply

Brown
Yellow
Tie String

DSCN3689B
Make a canvas back using Yellow
Tent Stitches or make duplicate
of front view so both sides look
alike, overcast edges in Yellow.

1

My Notes: 1st)Do Brown Gobelin & Tent Stitches forming a grid. 2nd)Do
Brown Upright Cross Stitches, doing horizontal stitch first, then vertical
stitch.3rd)Do Yellow Forward & Reverse Tent Stitches.

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch

is worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will
vary according to the chart.
0

is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4

2

1

3

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Brown tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg P
0

YARNBrown and
Yellow 3-4 ply
Tie String 4 ply

DSCN3690C
Make a canvas back using Yellow
Tent Stitches or make duplicate of
front view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges in Yellow.

Brown
Brown
French
Knots
Yellow
Tie String

1st)Brown Gobelin & Tent Stitches forming a grid. 2nd)Yellow
Forward & Reverse Tent Stitches. 3rd) French Knots- bring needle
up at Brown dot, wrap once around needle, go back down in
same hole. Don't pull too tight or you'll pull it right thru to the
back.

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked
over two or more intersections. The lengths
will vary according to the chart.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Yellow tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg P
YARNBrown and
Yellow 3-4 ply
Tie String 4 ply

Brown
Brown
French
Knots
Yellow
Tie String

DSCN3690B

Make a canvas back using Yellow Tent Stitches or
make duplicate of front view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges in Yellow.
My Notes- 1st)Brown Gobelin & Tent Stitches
forming a grid. 2nd)Yellow Forward & Reverse
Tent Stitches. 3rd) French Knots.
0

1
Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two
or more intersections. The lengths will vary according
to the chart.

French Knots- Bring

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch

needle up at one Brown
dot, wrap yarn once
around needle, hold snug
while inserting needle back
down thru the same hole
pulling yarn thru to the
back. Don't pull too hard or
you'll pull your knot right
thru to the back. Repeat
for each Brown dot.

is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Overcast Stitch-

2

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.
2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Yellow tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg P

Brown
Brown
French
Knots
Yellow
Tie String

YARNAll Brown and
Yellow 3-4 ply
Tie String 4 ply

DSCN3690B

Make a canvas back using Yellow Tent Stitches or
make duplicate of front view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges in Yellow.
My Notes- 1st)Brown Gobelin & Tent Stitches
forming a grid. 2nd)Yellow Forward & Reverse Tent
Stitches. 3rd) French Knots.
0

1
Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two
or more intersections. The lengths will vary according
to the chart.

French Knots- Bring
needle up at one Brown
dot, wrap yarn once
around needle, hold snug
while inserting needle
back down thru the same
hole pulling yarn thru to
the back. Don't pull too
hard or you'll pull your
knot right thru to the
back. Repeat for each
Brown dot.

Overcast Stitch-

2

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Yellow tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg Q
0

YARNVariegated or
Monet 2 ply
Yellow 2-3ply
Tie String 4 ply

DSCN3693C

Variegated
or Monet
Yellow
Tie String

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will vary according to the chart.

Make separate canvas back using Tent Stitches or
make same as front view, overcast edges
together in same color as front.

My Notes: 1st) Do Back Stitches to cover canvas, leaving
center area open. 2nd) Do Yellow Starburst in Gobelin
Stitches referring to chart for lengths.

Ornament- Cut a 12" tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other white
dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast edge,
glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg Q
YARNVariegated or
Monet 2 ply
Yellow 2-3ply
Tie String 4 ply

Variegated
or Monet
Yellow
Tie String

DSCN3693B

1

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will vary according to the chart.

Make separate canvas back using Tent Stitches or
make same as front view, overcast edges together
in same color as front.
If 8 threads in center hole on
Starburst are too tight, work blue
lines, in Yellow, as one large cross stitch.
0

My Notes: 1st) Do Back Stitches to cover canvas, leaving
center area open. 2nd) Do Yellow Starburst in Gobelin
Stitches referring to chart for lengths.
Back Stitch- use to
completely cover canvas.
6

5

35

13

6

4

3 8
14
12
2

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

14

7

11
12

10

9

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other white
dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast edge,
glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg Q
YARNVariegated or
Monet 2 ply
Yellow 2-3ply
Tie String 4 ply

Variegated
or Monet
Yellow
Tie String

DSCN3693B

1

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will vary according to the chart.

Make separate canvas back using Tent Stitches or
make same as front view, overcast edges together
in same color as front.
If 8 threads in center hole on
Starburst are too tight, work Lt Gray
lines, in Yellow, as one large cross stitch.
0

My Notes: 1st) Do Back Stitches to cover canvas, leaving
center area open. 2nd) Do Yellow Starburst in Gobelin
Stitches referring to chart for lengths.
Back Stitch- use to
completely cover canvas.
6

5

35

13

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

6

4

3 8
14
12
2 10

14

7

11
12

9

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" tie string. Bring yarn up at one White dot and back down at the other White
dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast edge,
glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg R
0

YARN4 ply

DSCN3695C
Make separate canvas back using
White Tent stitches or make duplicate
of front view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges together in White.

White Tie
String
Purple
Green
Pink
Blue
My Notes: Use Forward and Reverse Tent Stitches to
completely cover the canvas as shown on the graph.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg R
YARN4 ply

DSCN3695B
Make a canvas back of White Tent Stitches or
make a duplicate of front view so both sides
look alike, overcast edges together in White.

0

1
My Notes: Use Forward and Reverse Tent Stitches to
completely cover the canvas as shown on the graph.

5
6
3
4

White Tie
String
Purple
Green
Pink
Blue

1
2

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg R
YARN4 ply

DSCN3695B
Make a canvas back of White Tent Stitches or
make a duplicate of front view so both sides
look alike, overcast edges together in White.

1
My Notes: Use Forward and Reverse Tent Stitches to
completely cover the canvas as shown on the graph.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch

0

5
3

White Tie
String
Purple
blue
Green
Pink

1
2

is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg S
0

YARNWhite &
Red 4 ply
Black 3 ply

DSCN3697C

White Tie
String
White
Red
Black

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will vary according to the chart.

Make a canvas back using White Tent Stitches or
make a duplicate of front view so both sides look
alike, overcast edges together in White.

My Notes: 1st) White Tent Stitches, 2nd) Red Gobelin &
Tent Stitches, 3rd) Black Cross & Back Stitches. Pull Black
Back Stitches gently so they are slightly raised.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg S

1

DSCN3697B
Make a canvas back using White Tent Stitches or
make a duplicate of front view so both sides look
alike, overcast edges together in White.

YARNWhite &
Red 4 ply
Black 3 ply

My Notes: 1st) White Tent Stitches, 2nd) Red Gobelin &
Tent Stitches, 3rd) Black Cross & Back Stitches. Pull Black
Back Stitches gently so they are slightly raised.

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two or more

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch

intersections. The lengths will vary according to the chart.

is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

0

6
3
4
1
2

White Tie
String
White
Red
Black

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg S

1

DSCN3697B
Make a canvas back using White Tent Stitches or
make a duplicate of front view so both sides look
alike, overcast edges together in White.

YARNWhite &
Red 4 ply
Black 3 ply

My Notes: 1st) White Tent Stitches, 2nd) Red Gobelin &
Tent Stitches, 3rd) Black Cross & Back Stitches. Pull Black
Back Stitches gently so they are slightly raised.

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two or more

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch

intersections. The lengths will vary according to the chart.

is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

0

5
6
3
4
1
2

White Tie
String
White
Red
Black

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg T
0

YARNLt Green and
Lt Purple 4 ply
Yellow 3 ply

DSCN3698C

Lt Green
Tie String
Lt Green
Lt Purple
Yellow

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will vary according to the chart.

Make a canvas back using Lt Green
Tent Stitches or make a duplicate of
front view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges together in Lt Green.

My Notes: 1st)Lt Green Tent Stitches, 2nd)Lt Purple Gobelin & Tent
Stitches,3rd)Yellow Cross Stitch, then Yellow Back Stitches. Pull
Yellow Back Stitches gently so they are slightly raised.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Green tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg T

1

DSCN3698B
Make a canvas back using Lt Green Tent Stitches
or make a duplicate of front view so both sides
look alike, overcast edges together in Lt Green.

YARNLt Green and
Lt Purple 4 ply
Yellow 3 ply

My Notes: 1st) Lt Green Tent Stitches, 2nd) Lt Purple
Gobelin & Tent Stitches, 3rd) Yellow Cross Stitch, then
Yellow Back Stitches. Pull Yellow Back Stitches gently so
they are slightly raised.

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two or more

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch

intersections. The lengths will vary according to the chart.

is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

0

5
6
3
4
1
2

Lt Green
Tie String
Lt Green
Lt Purple
Yellow

Overcast Stitch-

2

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.
2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Green tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg T

1

DSCN3698B
Make a canvas back using Lt Green Tent Stitches
or make a duplicate of front view so both sides
look alike, overcast edges together in Lt Green.

YARNLt Green and
Lt Purple 4 ply
Yellow 3 ply

My Notes: 1st) Lt Green Tent Stitches, 2nd) Lt Purple
Gobelin & Tent Stitches, 3rd) Yellow Cross Stitch, then
Yellow Back Stitches. Pull Yellow Back Stitches gently so
they are slightly raised.

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will vary according to the chart .
0

5
6
3
4
1
2

Lt Green
Tie String
Lt Green
Lt Purple
Yellow

Overcast Stitch-

2

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Green tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg U
0

YARNLt Green,
DK Green, &
Dk Pink 4 ply
Yellow 3 ply

DSCN3699C

Lt Green
Tie String
Lt Green
Dk Green
Dk Pink
Yellow

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will vary according to the chart.

Make a canvas back using Lt Green
Tent Stitches or make a duplicate of
front view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges together in Lt Green.

My Notes: 1st)Lt&Dk Green Tent Stitches,2nd)Dk Pink Gobelin&
Tent Stitches,3rd)Yellow Cross Stitch, then Yellow Back Stitches. Pull
Yellow Back Stitches gently so they are slightly raised.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Green tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg U

1

DSCN3699B
Make a canvas back using Lt Green Tent Stitches
or make a duplicate of front view so both sides
look alike, overcast edges together in Lt Green.

YARNLt Green,
DK Green, &
Dk Pink 4 ply
Yellow 3 ply

My Notes: 1st)Lt&Dk Green Tent Stitches,2nd)Dk Pink
Gobelin & Tent Stitches,3rd)Yellow Cross Stitch, then
Yellow Back Stitches. Pull Yellow Back Stitches gently so
they are slightly raised.

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will vary according to the chart.
0

6
3
4
1
2

Lt Green
Tie String
Lt Green
Dk Green
Dk Pink
Yellow

Overcast Stitch-

2

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Green tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg U

1

DSCN3699B
Make a canvas back using Lt Green Tent Stitches
or make a duplicate of front view so both sides
look alike, overcast edges together in Lt Green.
YARNLt Green,
DK Green, &
Dk Pink 4 ply
Yellow 3 ply

My Notes: 1st)Lt&Dk Green Tent Stitches,2nd)Dk Pink
Gobelin & Tent Stitches,3rd)Yellow Cross Stitch, then
Yellow Back Stitches. Pull Yellow Back Stitches gently so
they are slightly raised.

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will vary according to the chart.
0

5
6
3
4
1
2

Lt Green
Tie String
Lt Green
Dk Green
Dk Pink
Yellow

Overcast Stitch-

2

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.
2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Green tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg V
0

YARN4 ply

DSCN3714C

White Tie
String
Red
White
Blue

Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so both
sides look alike and overcast the edges together in White.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg V

1

DSCN3714B
Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate
of the front view so both sides look alike and overcast
the edges together in White.

0

YARN4 ply
White Tie
String
Red
White
Blue

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection,
facing to the right.

1
5

2

4

3
3

6

4

6
5
1
2

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg V

1

DSCN3714B
Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate
of the front view so both sides look alike and overcast
the edges together in White.

0

YARN4 ply
White Tie
String
Red
White
Blue

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

1
5

2

4
3
3

6

6
5
1

4

2

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg W
0

YARNBlue Cross
Stitch 3 ply
Pink and Tie
String 4 ply

DSCN3716C
Smyrna Cross
Stitch4

6

7
1

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked
over two or more intersections. The lengths
will vary according to the chart.

2
8

5

Lt Blue
Tie String
Pink
Lt Blue

3

Make a solid Lt Blue canvas back or make a
duplicate of front view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges together in Lt Blue.

My Notes:1st Blue Cross Stitches, 2nd
Pink Smyrna Cross Stitches.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Blue tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg W

DSCN3716B
Make a solid Lt Blue canvas back or make a
duplicate of front view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges together in Lt Blue.
My Notes:1st) Blue Cross Stitches,
2nd) Pink Smyrna Cross Stitches.
YARNBlue Cross
Stitch 3 ply
Pink and Tie
String 4 ply

1
Lt Blue
Tie String
Pink
Lt Blue
Gobelin Stitch-

0

This basic stitch is
worked over two or
more intersections.
The lengths will vary
according to the
chart.

Overcast Stitch-

2

Smyrna Cross Stitch- This
stitch is worked over two
threads. Do a normal cross
stitch first and then an upright
cross stitch over the top of it.
Do each Smyrna Cross Stitch
completely, following the
numbered diagram.
4

6

7

8
5

1

2
1

4 6
3 5

2

3

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Blue tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg W

DSCN3716B
Make a solid Lt Blue canvas back or make a
duplicate of front view so both sides look alike,
overcast edges together in Lt Blue.
My Notes:1st) Blue Cross Stitches,
2nd) Pink Smyrna Cross Stitches.
YARNBlue Cross
Stitch 3 ply
Pink and Tie
String 4 ply

1
Lt Blue
Tie String
Pink
Lt Blue

Gobelin Stitch0

This basic stitch is
worked over two or
more intersections.
The lengths will vary
according to the
chart.

Overcast Stitch-

2

Smyrna Cross Stitch- This
stitch is worked over two
threads. Do a normal cross
stitch first and then an upright
cross stitch over the top of it.
Do each Smyrna Cross Stitch
completely, following the
numbered diagram.
4

6

7

8

5

1

2
1

4 6
3 5

2

3

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Blue tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg X
0

YARN4 ply

DSCN3720C

Yellow Tie
String
Yellow
Orange

Make a solid Yellow canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so
both sides look alike and overcast the edges together in Yellow.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Yellow tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg X

1

DSCN3720B

Make a solid Yellow canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so both
sides look alike and overcast the edges together in Yellow.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

YARN4 ply
0

Yellow Tie
String
Yellow
Orange

Overcast Stitch-

2

1
5

2

4
3
3

6

6
5
1

4

2

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Yellow tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg X

1

DSCN3720B

Make a solid Yellow canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so both
sides look alike and overcast the edges together in Yellow.

YARN4 ply
0

Yellow Tie
String
Yellow
Orange

Overcast Stitch-

2

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

1
5

2

4
3
3

6

6

4

5
1

2

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Yellow tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg Y
0

YARNWhite 4 ply
Colors 3 ply

DSCN3722C
v

Make a solid White canvas
back or make a duplicate of
front view so both sides look
alike, overcast edges together
in White.

White
White Tie
String
Pink
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple
Orange

My Notes: 1st) White, 2nd) Colored Cross Stitches & Back Stitches. (Don't pull
Cross Stitch and Back Stitch threads too tight. Pull them gently so they are
slightly raised. They will give the appearance of small flowers)

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg Y

1

DSCN3722B
Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

4

2

1

3

Make a solid White canvas back
or make a duplicate of the front
view so both sides look alike and
overcast the edges together in
White.

0

YARNWhite 4 ply
Colors 3 ply
White
White Tie
String
Pink
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple
Orange

Overcast Stitch-

2

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

1
5

2

4
3
3

6

6
5
1

4

2

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg Y

YARNWhite 4 ply
Colors 3 ply
White
White Tie
String
Pink
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple
Orange

DSCN3722B
Make a solid White canvas back
or make a duplicate of the front
view so both sides look alike and
overcast the edges together in
White.
Dia.1 shows how stitches are made. Each
Cross Stitch is outlined with Back Stitches of
the same color. Dia.2 uses symbols to
identify the color of
each Cross Stitch Flower.

1
Cross Stitch- This

My Notes: 1st) White, 2nd)
Colored Cross Stitches &
Back Stitches. (Don't pull
Cross Stitch and Back Stitch
threads too tight. Pull them
gently so they are slightly
raised. They will give the
appearance of small flowers)

0

stitch is composed of
two stitches

4

2

1

3

Tent Stitch- This basic
stitch is worked in vertical
or horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg Z
YARN4 ply

DSCN3723C

Lt Yellow
Tie String
Lt Yellow
Lt Green

Make a solid Lt Yellow canvas back or make a duplicate of the front view so
both sides look alike and overcast the edges together in Lt Yellow.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Yellow tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg Z

1

DSCN3723B
Make a solid Lt Yellow canvas back or make a duplicate of
the front view so both sides look alike and overcast the
edges together in Lt Yellow.

YARN4 ply
Lt Yellow
Tie String
Lt Yellow
Lt Green

0

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

1
5

2

4

3
3

6

6
5
1

4

2

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Yellow tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg Z

1

DSCN3723B
Make a solid Lt Yellow canvas back or make a duplicate of
the front view so both sides look alike and overcast the
edges together in Lt Yellow.

YARN4 ply
Lt Yellow
Tie String
Lt Yellow
Lt Green

0

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

1
5

2

4
3
3

6

6
5
1

4

2

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Lt Yellow tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AA
YARNWhite 2 ply
Black 2 ply
Tie String and
Overcast Edge
4 ply

0

White
Black
Tie String

DSCN3724C
Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will vary according to the chart.

Make separate canvas back using Tent
Stitches or make same as front view,
overcast edges together in White.

My Notes: 1st)Do Back Stitches to completely cover canvas.
2nd)Top Stitch the Black Music Symbol starting at the black dot
and follow the directional arrows around.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AA

White
Black
Tie String

DSCN3724B
Make separate canvas back using White
Tent Stitches or make same as front view,
overcast edges together in White.
YARNWhite 2 ply
Black 2 ply
Tie String and
Overcast Edge
4 ply

1

My Notes: 1st)Do Back Stitches to completely cover canvas.
2nd)Top Stitch the Black Music Symbol starting at the black dot
and follow the directional arrows around.

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will vary
according to the chart.
0

Back Stitch- use to
completely cover canvas.
6

5

3
4

13

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

14

8

7

10

9

1
2

11
12

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot back down at the other white
dot. Hold ends together tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast edge,
glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AA

White
Black
Tie String

DSCN3724B
Make separate canvas back using White
Tent Stitches or make same as front view,
overcast edges together in White.
YARNWhite 2 ply
Black 2 ply
Tie String and
Overcast Edge
4 ply

1

My Notes: 1st)Do Back Stitches to completely cover canvas.
2nd)Top Stitch the Black Music Symbol starting at the black dot
and follow the directional arrows around.

Gobelin Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked over two or more
intersections. The lengths will vary
according to the chart.
0

Back Stitch- use to
completely cover canvas.
6

5

3
4

13

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

14

8

7

10

9

1
2

11
12

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot back down at the other white
dot. Hold ends together tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast edge,
glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AB
0

YARN4 ply

DSCN3725C

White Tie
String
White
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple

Make separate canvas back using White Tent Stitches or make same as
front view, overcast edges together in White.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AB
YARN4 ply

1

DSCN3725B
Make separate canvas back using White Tent Stitches or
make same as front view and overcast edges together in
White.

0

White Tie
String
White
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is
worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection,
facing to the right.

1

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

2

4

3

4 6
3 5

6
5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AB

1

DSCN3725B
Make separate canvas back using White Tent
Stitches or make same as front view and overcast
edges together in White.

Note: Stitch White Tent Stitches first, then stitch all
the Symbols using colored Tent Stitches.
Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is

YARN4 ply

0

White Tie
String
White
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple

Overcast Stitch-

2

worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection,
facing to the right.

1

2
1

2

4
3

4 6
3 5

6
5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AC
0

YARN4 ply

DSCN3726C

White Tie
String
Purple
Blue
Pink
Yellow
Green
Orange

Make separate canvas back using White Tent Stitches or make same as
front view, overcast edges together in White.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AC
YARN4 ply

1

DSCN3726B
Make separate canvas back using White Tent Stitches or
make same as front view and overcast edges together in
White.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is

0

White Tie
String
Purple
Blue
Pink
Yellow
Green
Orange
Overcast Stitch-

2

worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection,
facing to the right.

1

2
1

2

4

3

4 6
3 5

6
5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AC
YARN4 ply

1

DSCN3726B
Make separate canvas back using White Tent Stitches or
make same as front view and overcast edges together in
White.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch is

0

White Tie
String
Purple
Blue
Pink
Yellow
Green
Orange

Overcast Stitch-

2

worked in vertical or horizontal
rows over one intersection,
facing to the right.

1

2
1

2

4

3

4 6
3 5

6
5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AD
0

YARN4 ply

DSCN3727C
Make separate canvas back using Pink
Tent Stitches or make duplicate of front
view so both sides look alike, overcast
edges together in Pink.

Pink Tie
String
Pink
Yellow

My Notes: Use Forward and Reverse Tent Stitches to
completely cover the canvas as shown on the graph.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Pink tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AD
YARN4 ply

1

DSCN3727B
Make separate canvas back using Pink Tent Stitches or
make same as front view and overcast edges together in
Pink.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

My Notes: Use Forward and Reverse Tent Stitches to
completely cover the canvas as shown on the graph.

1
5

0

Pink Tie
String
Pink
Yellow
Overcast Stitch-

2

2

4
3
3

6

6

4

5
1
2

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Pink tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AD
YARN4 ply

1

DSCN3727B
Make separate canvas back using Pink Tent Stitches or
make same as front view and overcast edges together in
Pink.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

My Notes: Use Forward and Reverse Tent Stitches to
completely cover the canvas as shown on the graphs.
0

Pink Tie
String
Pink
Yellow

1
5

2

4
3
3

6

6

4

5
1
2

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" Pink tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AE
0

YARN4 ply

DSCN3728C

White Tie
String
White
Blue
Red

Make separate canvas back using White
Tent Stitches or make duplicate of front
view so both sides look alike, overcast
edges together in White.

My Notes: 1st)Use Forward and Reverse Tent Stitches to
completely cover the canvas as shown on the graph.2nd)Top
Stitch the Red Back Stitches loosely so they stand out.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AE
YARN4 ply

White Tie
String
White
Blue
Red

DSCN3728B

Make separate canvas back using White Tent
Stitches or make same as front view and overcast
edges together in White.

My Notes: 1st)Use Forward and Reverse Tent
Stitches to completely cover the canvas as shown
on the graph.2nd)Top Stitch the Red Back Stitches
loosely so they stand out.

0

1
Tent Stitch- This basic stitch

Upright Cross StitchThis stitch is worked over
two threads. Do center Cross
Stitch following the
numbered diagram.

4
1

is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

1
5

2

4
3
3

6

6

4

5
1
2

2

3

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AE
YARN4 ply

White Tie
String
White
Blue
Red

DSCN3728B

Make separate canvas back using White Tent
Stitches or make same as front view and overcast
edges together in White.

My Notes: 1st)Use Forward and Reverse Tent
Stitches to completely cover the canvas as shown
on the graph.2nd)Top Stitch the Red Back Stitches
loosely so they stand out.

0

1
Tent Stitch- This basic stitch

Upright Cross StitchThis stitch is worked over
two threads. Do center Cross
Stitch following this
numbered diagram.

4
1

is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the right.

1
5

2

4
3
3

6

6

4

5
1
2

2

3

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AF
0

YARN2-3 ply

DSCN3749C
Make a solid White canvas
back or make a duplicate of
front view so both sides look
alike, overcast edges together
in White.

White
White Tie
String
Lt Green
My Notes: 1st) Stitch the Lt Green Cross Stitches, 2nd) Stitch the White Cross
Stitches. By stitching the Lt Green Cross Stitches first, they will stand out,
giving them the appearance of small dots.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AF

1

DSCN3749B
Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate
of the front view so both sides look alike and
overcast the edges together in White.

YARN2-3 Ply

My Notes: 1st) Stitch the Lt Green Cross Stitches,
2nd) Stitch the White Cross Stitches. By stitching the
Lt Green Cross Stitches first, they will stand out,
giving them the appearance of small dots.

Cross Stitch- This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

0

White
White Tie
String
Lt Green

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4

2

1

3

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AF

1

DSCN3749B
Make a solid White canvas back or make a duplicate
of the front view so both sides look alike and
overcast the edges together in White.

YARN2-3 Ply

My Notes: 1st) Stitch the Lt Green Cross Stitches,
2nd) Stitch the White Cross Stitches. By stitching the
Lt Green Cross Stitches first, they will stand out,
giving them the appearance of small dots.

Cross Stitch-

This
stitch is composed of
two stitches

0

White
White Tie
String
Lt Green

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4

2

1

3

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together and tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only,
overcast edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AG
0

YARN4 ply

DSCN3750C

White Tie
String
White
Blue
Pink
Purple
Yellow

Make separate canvas back using White Tent Stitches
or make same as front view, overcast edges together
in White.

Tent Stitch- faces to the right.
Reverse Tent Stitch- faces to the left.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AG

1

DSCN3750B
Make a canvas back of White Tent Stitches or
make a duplicate of front view so both sides
look alike, overcast edges together in White.

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
YARN4 ply
0

5
6
3
4
1
2

White Tie
String
White
Blue
Pink
Purple
Yellow

Overcast Stitch-

2

is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.
2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

Easter Egg AG

1

DSCN3750B
Make a canvas back of White Tent Stitches or
make a duplicate of front view so both sides
look alike, overcast edges together in White.

YARN4 ply
0

5
6
3
4

White Tie
String
White
Blue
Pink
Purple
Yellow

1
2

Tent Stitch- This basic stitch
is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

Reverse Tent Stitchfaces to the left.

Overcast Stitch-

2

2
1

4 6
3 5

7

This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break open
the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to stitch
into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.

Ornament- Cut a 12" White tie string. Bring yarn up at one white dot and back down at the other
white dot. Hold ends together, tie a knot at 4" length. For Magnet- Stitch front canvas only, overcast
edge, glue magnet to the back.

